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Abstract

LDPC (low-density parity-check code) is a parity check code, and its performance is very close to Shannon limit. It is
a sort of good channel code which has good ability of error correction. The coding can be introduced to an
information-hiding algorithm because of its functional advantages. This way can improve robustness of a system in the
process of information hiding, and it has a good application prospect. In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed
which concludes two steps. Firstly, the encryption information needs to be implemented scrambling dispose; secondly,
LDPC codes and modulation are used in the algorithm, and the encryption information is embedded into the carrier
image, so the process of watermark embedding is completed. The method realizes the double encryption
of information, and it improves the system’s stability and security. Under the test of MATLAB emulation, the
application of LDPC code in encryption algorithm is fully verified.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, the Internet and communication technolo-
gies have made great development. Data and digital
media technologies are also increasingly prosperous. In
the context of big data, the concept of “Internet Plus” is
proposed which has caused a new wave of Internet com-
munications. Under the leadership of the 5G era of mo-
bile communications, the technology has entered a new
peak. At the same time, the development of big data and
communications has made people put forward higher re-
quirements on the speed and quality of communications.
In the new period, the main target and requirement is
that improving the validity and reliability of information.
In the era of big data information, people realized the

convenience of information circulation. However, under
the premise of obtaining a large amount of information,
a series of information security problems have also
emerged. For example, digital information is stolen, al-
tered, copied, and information’s copyrighted is infringed,
etc. [1] These problems have become increasingly prom-
inent which have made information security research
and development become more and more urgent. In the
transmission process, information needs to pay more

attention to the security and confidentiality issues.
Therefore, information encryption technology has be-
come a hot topic in the field of communication security,
and it also has received widespread attention.
In the field of information hiding, the research of

digital watermarking technology is relatively extensive.
The main idea of digital watermarking is to add confus-
ing visual digital watermarks to the transmission objects
so that the data information can be protected. However,
this primary encryption operation is relatively simple
and the encryption information can be easily found in
the process of transmission. And on the other hand, the
encryption operation’s effect is not ideal due to the inter-
ference caused by the loss of a large amount of informa-
tion. The researchers found that the watermarking
system and the communication system are very similar
in some aspects [2]. Therefore, the channel coding can
be introduced into the watermarking algorithm. The
error correction performance of the channel coding is
very good, and it can help the information resist the
interference and improve the robustness of the system.
In the currently known channel coding, low-density

parity check (LDPC) code is a very good code with ex-
cellent performance, especially after combining with
high-efficiency modulation, which is very close to the
Shannon limit [3]. It has a strong error correction and
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detection capabilities that can enhance the reliability of in-
formation transmission. At present, the code has been
widely applied to the digital watermarking systems, and it
provides a powerful guarantee for information encryption.
In summary, it can be seen that under the background

of the era of communication, it is very necessary to hide
and encrypt information and protect personal privacy.
The research of watermark encryption algorithm is a
very practical significance.

1.1 Research status of LDPC codes
The LDPC code was first proposed by Professor Gallager
of the USA in 1962 [4]. Since its performance is closest
to the Shannon limit which is only 0.0045 dB, it has be-
come one of the talked-about in error correction code,
and it is also listed as the mainstream of the next gener-
ation of mobile communication error-correcting code.
However, the code was not widely publicized at the time
because there was no effective theoretical support. Until
1996, Mackay, Spielman, and Wiberg found that LDPC
code has excellent performance and distance characteris-
tics. Both theoretical and practical have great potential
for development [5].
In recent years, LDPC codes have made great develop-

ment and achievements. In the coding construction
method, the original random structure is transformed
into algebraic structure, such as geometric method,
graphic method, and experimental method [6]. From a
certain extent, these various construction methods in-
crease the code loop and optimize the node distribution.
At the same, the methods reduce the complexity of the
encoding, while improving the excellent performance of
the LDPC code.
M. Gluby et al. proposed that searching for non-regu-

lar codes could enhance the function in the binary finite
filed [7]; Mackay et al. put forward a two-step selection
method on the basis of non-regular codes to achieve ex-
ternal to internal choice [8]; T J Richardson et al. pro-
posed a method to solve the problem of sparse matrix
and find a way to reduce the number of structures to ap-
proach the Shannon limit [9]; DA Spielman developed a
method to find the distribution of irregular LDPC codes
degree, which is namely the heuristic method, and this
approach results in a low BER at low SNR, which leads
to construction of a minimum ring length LDPC code
[10]. In addition, Y. Kou and S. Lin et al. also proposed
the coding method on based on geometry construction
[11].
LDPC code is a very excellent code which can meet the

current high-speed and high-quality transmission require-
ments. It has a very good spot with the current era of net-
work communications 4G and even 5G, and has made a
great contribution for the growth of communication tech-
nology. Nowadays, LDPC code has been adopted by

satellite digital video broadcasting standard DVB-S2,
which has become the highlight of the company’s plan
and plays more important role in the coding filed.

1.2 Development status of image encryption algorithm
With the continuous development of Internet technol-
ogy, the requirements for information security are get-
ting higher and higher. The image encryption algorithm
has attracted the attention of many people. It generally
includes adaptive image encryption algorithm, chaotic
system encryption algorithm, and the blind source separ-
ation algorithm and some important digital watermark
encryption algorithm.
Image encryption algorithm is derived from the earli-

est cryptography, which is an important branch of the
ancient steganography. Its main content is to hide the
information that needs to be kept secret in the carrier
and transmits the secret information through the trans-
mission of the carrier to complete the confidential work.
Thus, the obtained information can be prevented from
illegal people. According to the characteristics of the
carrier itself, it can be divided into spatiotemporal do-
main encryption and transform domain encryption.
At present, many kinds of image encryption algo-

rithms have been proposed at home and abroad, such as
using LDPC non-regular codes and using wavelet packet
transform (DWT) and singular value decomposition
(SVD) methods, to reduce the bit error rate of transmis-
sion [12]. The watermarking image is embedded through
the way of random mapping and LDPC encoding com-
pression [13]. Another digital watermarking algorithm
uses the transmission rules of LDPC codes and images
to achieve watermark extraction [14]. There is also the
use of LDPC in constellation mapping rule to realize the
hiding of watermark information and the encryption
algorithm [15].
The above algorithms are put forward with the aid of

the error correction property of LDPC coding to embed
the watermark information in the carrier image. Comb-
ing with certain methods such as compression and
mapping, the encryption algorithm of the watermark is
implemented. However, there are still some problems
such as information distortion, transmission instability,
and other issues in the process of algorithm implemen-
tation. LDPC code has good performance of error cor-
rection, which also can enhance the anti-jamming
capability, but its concealment and imperceptible ability
are equally important, and there are still some deficien-
cies in the algorithm.
This paper integrates the advantages and disadvantages

of all kinds of encryption algorithms, and on the basis of
LDPC coding, which makes some improvements. Chaotic
processing is performed on the encrypted signals to
achieve double encryption of information. The processing
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ensures the privacy and imperceptibility, while reducing
the error rate and improving transmission speed.

2 Chaotic sequence encryption
2.1 The introduction of chaotic encryption
In 1989, Matthews published a new algorithm for chaos
encryption [16]. In cryptography, chaos encryption and
chaos system are more important topics. The characteris-
tics of chaotic system include nonlinearity, randomness,
and complexity, which provide a good precondition for
encryption. The information in an image can be scram-
bled after obtaining a pseudo-random sequence, especially
the key is added. So the process brings the good perform-
ance of cryptograph. This series make chaotic cryptograph
a hot system, and there are many people conduct in deep
research on it, which has injected fresh vitality into confi-
dential communications.
The chaotic secure communication method is a

process of encrypting image information though the
chaotic sequence and the key together. Since the process
adds the key, the encrypted signal is difficult to be deci-
phered. The key itself calculated by complex equation,
and it cannot be simply derived from the plaintext, so
the process is almost impossible to be decrypted under
the premise of unknowing the key, which is showing a
strong encryption. The hardware implementation of the
chaotic encryption algorithm is relatively simple and
feasible, and this cryptology system has also developed
rapidly.
Chaotic sequence encryption belongs to a sequence

cryptosystem. Its main part is the origin of this kind of
chaotic sequence. Traditional sequence encryption
methods generate chaotic sequences by means of shift
register. The new algorithm generates the key sequence
directly through chaotic systems which has better confi-
dentiality. Using chaotic system to place the original
pseudo-random sequence generator is hard to be deci-
phered. The specific block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The specific relationship in the above figure can be de-

scribed as follows: the sequence generator is generated
through the key stream, and the process of encryption
and decryption needs to rely on the key stream to
complete, which also can be converted to each other.

The expressed as a. The formula can be expressed as the
following:
Encryption process:

Y ¼ X⊕K ð1Þ
Decryption process:

X ¼ Y⊕K ð2Þ
In the above two processes, encryption or decryption

is performed through an exclusive-OR operation, all of
which require the participation of keys, where K repre-
sents a key that generates a chaotic sequence. This kind
of chaotic encryption algorithm has good data confiden-
tiality and controllability, so it is very practical and has
been widely used.

2.2 Chaotic mapping system characteristics
Chaos is widespread in nature and has been studied by
more and more scholars. In the process of research,
people have discovered a lot of chaotic dynamic models,
which are between theory and practice and also have
very good representativeness. So it is also called chaotic
dynamical system.
Chaotic model is divided into the following categories:

discrete chaos model, continuous chaotic model, and so
on [17]. Discrete chaos model mainly include Logistic,
tent, Henon, and TD-ERCS mapping. Continuous cha-
otic models mainly include the Duffing oscillator, van
der Pol oscillator, Lorenz system, Rossler system, Chua’s
circuit, Chen system, and united chaotic system.
Among them, logistic chaotic map is a kind of chaotic

system which is widely used today. It is a kind of nonlin-
ear system and is also the key system of our research.
The logistic chaotic mapping has the following equation:

xnþ1 ¼ f xnð Þ ¼ μxn 1−xnð Þ ð3Þ
In the formula, the value of each symbol presents the

range of data as follows, μ ∈ (0, 4], xn ∈ (0, 1). Logistic
chaotic mapping system Lyapunov exponent with the
parameters of state is shown in the Fig. 2.
As can be seen from the diagram, when the map is in

a chaotic state, in other words, the data ofμ ∈ (3.5714, 4],
the state is what we need in the encryption process,
which is very suitable for encryption transmission.
The bifurcation diagram of the logistic chaotic map-

ping system with changes in parameters is shown in
Fig. 3.
From the figure, we can see that the time series has

experienced four transitions with the change of parame-
ters. The four transitions include stable fixed point, un-
stable fixed point, period, and chaos. When the data
requiresμ = 4, the system will become the most chaotic
state.

Fig. 1 Chaotic system encryption block diagram
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From the above two diagrams, the final conclusion
can also be drawn. When the parameters requireμ =
4, the logistic chaotic system reaches the most com-
plex and the state of the chaos. At this time, the
generated chaotic sequence has similar statistical
characteristics to the white noise in communication
system. It not only has good sensitivity to the initial
value, but also has excellent aperiodicity. The gener-
ated information sequence is very reliable and safe
which is a chaotic sequence that we need and use in
our new algorithm.

2.3 Chaotic map encryption algorithm
Logistic map chaotic characteristics are used to generate
chaotic sequence which has good aperiodicity and

important applications in chaotic mapping algorithms.
The sequence has a strong sense of numerical inception
and the same statistical characteristics as white noise.
The introduction of this sequence into digital water-
marking has become a key component.
The specific application of chaotic sequence in digital

watermarking is manifested in two aspects: First, the
digital watermarking information need to be operated by
preprocessing before operation which mainly includes
directly encrypting or scrambling the watermark infor-
mation with the generated pseudo-random sequence.
Second, select the embedding strength and coefficient in
the process of watermark entry, etc.
Our main application is to preprocess the water-

mark information before the watermark is embedded.
The advantage of this method is that the robustness
and security are improved and it has stronger robust-
ness after the watermark is preprocessed. Even if the
information is stolen during transmission, it cannot
be recovered easily after the information is scrambled,
and meanwhile, the security of the system is ex-
tremely high.
Image scrambling is an important part of chaotic

mapping encryption [18]. Its main function is to
change the position of each pixel in the image, which
can be called position scrambling. Another function is
to change the gray value of pixel in the image, which
can be called grayscale scrambling. Both of these
methods hide the image information and render the
image invisible. The image used in this paper is a
binary image which has two pixel values that are 0
and 1. Therefore, we can adopt the method of gray-
scale scrambling.

Fig. 3 Logistic map bifurcation diagram

Fig. 2 Logistic map with parameter variation
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3 The research method—application of LDPC code
in hiding algorithm
3.1 The overview of LDPC code
LDPC code is a kind of linear block code, its function
can be reflected through the check matrix (we also call
it H matrix), and its most important feature is sparse
[19]. The specific performance of the feature is that the
internal elements are almost made of zero elements, in
other words, the number of “1” in the elemental compo-
nents is far less the number of “0.” In the H matrix, the
row weight refers to the number of “1” in each row, and
the column weight refers to the number of “1” in each
column. Due to the sparseness of the H matrix, the
number of elements “1” in the matrix is particularly lit-
tle, so the row weight and the column weight are very
small numbers, and the number of overlaps of any two
rows must be less than 1.
The LDPC code can be generally expressed as (n, r, g).

The specific definition is that n represents the code
length, r represents the line weight, and g represents the
column weight. According to the size of relationship be-
tween r and g, the LDPC code can be classified two
types. If they are equal, it is called regular code; if they
are not equal, it is called irregular code [20].
In order to be able to achieve sparseness, the H matrix

needs to meet the following conditions:

r≥3; g > r; N−Kð Þg ¼ Nr;
r≪N−K ; g ¼ N

ð4Þ

where K represents the information bit and N represents
a constant.
LDPC check matrix can also be expressed by a Tanner bi-

directional graph. A node corresponding to each column
element in the matrix is called a variable node, which also

can be called information node. It is displayed as the follow-
ing N nodes in the bidirectional graph, which can be specif-
ically expressed as {xj, j= 1, 2,⋯N}. The node corresponding
to each row element is called a check node, and it is dis-
played in the bidirectional graph as the above M nodes,
which can be specifically represented as{xi, i = 1, 2,⋯M}.
The next adjacent element corresponding to the “1” element
in the matrix, which we call an adjacent node, is shown in
the bidirectional graph as connected edges between two
nodes. The number of connected edges around these nodes
has a certain amount, which we call degree distribution.
For example, the parity check matrix and bidirectional

graph of (10, 2, 4) LDPC codes are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 The model of image digital watermark
Digital watermarking is an important technology for in-
formation confidentiality. Its basic idea is to embed a
series of information that needs confidentiality into
digital media through signal processing. During the
process, the information cannot be easily found because
of the blind spots of human vision and hearing, but it
can be extracted from the digital media through an extrac-
tion algorithm. The operation realizes copyright protec-
tion and covert communication. Digital watermarking
technology plays an important role in information secur-
ity. Therefore, what we need to do is to ensure the robust-
ness, security, and undetectability of digital watermarking.
The specific requirements of the digital watermark de-

velopment process are as follows: there is no obvious
change in the watermark before and after the image car-
rier is embedded; the watermark cannot be extracted by
unauthorized person; the watermark operation process
cannot destroy the original carrier. The process of digital

Fig. 5 Image watermarking modelFig. 4 The parity check matrix and bidirectional graph
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watermarking encryption is very similar to the process of
communication system. We can use the similarity of the
two to obtain a preliminary watermark model. The spe-
cific process of image digital watermarking should include
watermark embedding, attacks, watermark extraction, and
detection steps [21]. The specific model is shown in Fig. 5.
The main consideration in watermark embedding is

the choice of embedding domain. At present, the most
popular choice is to embed in the discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) domain and DWT domain and to obtain
the correlation coefficients of the watermark and the
embedded image, respectively. It is necessary to ensure
the unity between robustness and invisibility.
The watermark attack link mainly involves various dam-

ages to the carrier image during the transmission process,
such as movement, geometry, password, and protocol at-
tacks. Therefore, the most important point of the water-
marking technology is to ensure the anti-interference
ability of the entire system so that it can withstand various
types of attacks.
Watermark extraction is the inverse process of

embedding [22].
Watermark detection link is mainly to ensure that the

watermark can safely reach the destination after operat-
ing transmission, and the relationship between the trans-
mitted watermark and the original watermark is
compared with the value of the size; according to the
pipe between the two, it can be concluded how much
the specific accuracy is. The basis of watermark detec-
tion includes the following two aspects:
First, the difference coefficient between the extracted

watermark and the original watermark estimate.

γ ¼ X � X 0

Xk k � X
0�� �� ¼

XNx

i¼1

x ið Þ � x0
ið Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XNx

i¼1

x2 ið Þ
vuut

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XNx

i¼1

x
02 ið Þ

vuut
ð5Þ

In the formula, X and X′ are the estimated values of
the extracted new watermark and the original water-
mark, respectively. N represents the size of the water-
mark. When the coefficient size reaches a certain value,
we believe that the watermark information achieves suc-
cessful transmission.
Second, the important data is the bit error rate of the

extracted watermark compared with the original
watermark.

BER ¼ 1
Nx

XNx

i¼1

x ið Þ⊕x
0
ið Þ ð6Þ

For a binary watermark sequence, the value of the
BER satisfies a certain limit to prove the presence of the
watermark.

4 Improved encryption algorithm based on LDPC
code and chaotic sequence
In order to enhance the accuracy and security, the LDPC
code is introduced into the digital watermarking. The
stability of the watermarking system can be enhanced
through coding and modulation. At the same time, we
are inspired by the chaotic encryption algorithm, so that
the pseudo-random sequence with chaotic properties is
used to operate scrambling processing watermark infor-
mation. It is also an important choice for watermarking
systems.
The new algorithm is proposed in this section. Firstly,

a pseudo-random sequence of chaotic nature is

Fig. 7 watermark scrambling

Fig. 6 Improved algorithm flow chart
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generated in a logistic chaotic system. The digital water-
mark information is subjected to scrambling operation
processing using grayscale scrambling preprocessing.
Secondly, the watermark information is LDPC-coded
and modulated. And then, the watermark information is
embedded into the original image to achieve double en-
cryption. The entire algorithm process improves the
anti-jamming capability of the watermark encryption
system and enhances the stability of the system.
The flow chart of the entire new algorithm can be rep-

resented by Fig. 6.
The specific algorithm steps in the above improved al-

gorithm can be described as follows:

1. The chaos characteristic of logistic system can
generate a pseudo-random sequence with chaos.
The gray-scale scrambling is used to preprocess the
original watermark information, which makes

the order of gray values inside the watermark
information upset, and the watermark after
scrambling has obvious invisibility. The whole
process achieves one-level encryption of
watermark information.

2. The LDPC encoding and BPSK modulation of the
watermark information can be operated after
scramble, which can perform error correction and
error detection, reduce the bit error rate, achieve
accurate transmission of watermark information
and enhance the interference ability, and then
carry out the spread spectrum processing.
The watermark information is changed into a
watermark sequence to be embedded, and the
two-stage encryption process of the watermark
information is realized.

3. Watermark embedding process: block processing is
performed on the original host carrier, and discrete

Fig. 9 cut attack and decryption watermark

Fig. 8 original image and watermarked image after embedding
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cosine transform (DCT) is performed on each
block. According to the characteristics of human
visual impairment, the watermark embedded in the
intermediate frequency coefficient can be obtained
and the watermark embedded operation can be
completed. Among them, the DCT domain
embedding formula is as follows:

X ¼ DCT ~X
� �

Xmz
i ¼ Xm

i 1þ aWð Þ; 0≤ i < Kð Þ
X ¼ IDCT ~X

� �

8<
: ð7Þ

In the formula, ~X indicates the decomposition layer
coefficient, Xindicates the DCT domain coefficient,
Xmz

i indicates the maximum embedding amplitude of

the watermark, and W indicates the pretreatment of
the watermark sequence, aindicates the embedding
strength.

4. Watermark extraction process is the inverse process
of the embedded process. It is necessary to perform
block DCT transform on the entire transmitted
image and extract the watermark information from
the intermediate frequency domain to complete the
process.

5. After the watermark information is extracted,
the extracted watermark is decoded by an
iterative decoding process of the LDPC
code, and then the anti-scrambling operation
of the watermark is performed using the
key to obtain the estimated watermark
information.

Fig. 11 Image darkening and decrypted watermark

Fig. 10 Image highlighting and decryption of the watermark
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The highlight of the entire algorithmic process is
the double encryption of the watermark information,
which combines the advantages of the two encryption
algorithm. The whole system has good encryption,
anti-jamming capability, and good robustness. The ap-
plication of the proposed algorithm in the image en-
cryption has a good implementation.

5 Analysis of simulation experiments results and
discussions
5.1 Simulation diagram analysis
When the watermark information is embedded and ex-
tracted, the index parameters used are presented by the
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). This parameter value
can represent the quality of the watermark image, pass
the size of the PSNR value, and reflect the invisibility of
the watermark image. Usually, in order to ensure the
normal concealment of the watermark, the PSNR value

has a certain setting, which should be greater than
38 dB.
The PSNR calculation can be expressed as follows:

PSNR ¼ 10 log
M2g2max

XM
x¼1

XM
y¼1

ĝ x; yð Þ−g x; yð Þ½ �2
ð8Þ

In the formula, M2represents the size of the water-
mark image, gmaxrepresents the maximum value of the
image, ĝðx; yÞrepresents the image value after the water-
mark is embedded, and g(x, y)represents the original
image value.
The original image used in this paper is a Lena

black-and-white image, which is very typical. The LDPC
code used has a code length of 1024 and a code rate of
1/2. In order to facilitate calculation and encoding, the
Mackay construction method is the method of selection.
The decoding algorithm uses a soft-decision decoding

Fig. 13 Add Gaussian noise and decrypted watermark

Fig. 12 Add product noise and decrypted watermark
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method with better performance advantages, and the
maximum number of iterations is 1000, until the decod-
ing is completed and the result appears.
Start the MATLAB simulation, and the resulting simu-

lation diagrams for each stage are shown in the follow-
ing series of image.
We can conclude from Fig. 7 which shows the simula-

tion diagrams of the original watermark and the scram-
bled watermark. The original watermark is scrambled
with the chaotic sequence. It can be seen from the above
simulation diagrams that the effect of scrambling
through the chaotic sequence encryption is very good.
The watermark information has been changed beyond
recognition. It can no longer be easily identified, and it
achieves very good encryption processing.
We can conclude from the Fig. 8 that the watermark

is scrambled and LDPC encoded and modulated; after
that, the watermark information is embedded in the

original image so that we can decrypt it with the encryp-
tion. The images are compared to verify the correctness
of the algorithm simulation. It can be seen that the
image after embedding the watermark is compared with
the original image. In comparison, there is no visible
change, and it is well concealed. The watermark infor-
mation after scrambling is well hidden.

5.2 Attack test analysis
After the completion of encryption and embedding of
watermark information, the process of image informa-
tion transmission is required. In order to verify the ro-
bustness and encryption of the algorithm proposed in
this paper, the attack information analysis of the image
information embedded in the watermark information is
performed to verify the excellent algorithm. By observing
the correlation coefficient between the original watermark

Fig. 15 Rotate 45 rotation and decryption watermark

Fig. 14 Histogram equalization attack and decrypted watermark
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and the extracted watermark, we can infer the effective-
ness of the attack experiment.
Here we will attack the watermark image separately

from several different aspects. The simulation image ob-
tained is shown in the following image.

1. Cut attack

The cut attack is mainly an attack processing that
needs to directly cut the image. After the attack test,
we can also get the correlation coefficient is 0.9551,
and the specific simulation image is shown in the
Fig. 9.

2. Brightening and darkening attack

This is a pair of opposite processes, which mainly to
change the brightness parameters of the image to test
the robustness of the watermark information. After the
attack test, we can obtain the coefficient. The brighten-
ing attack can obtain correlation coefficient is 0.9581;
the darkening attack can obtain correlation coefficient is
0.9656. The specific simulation image is shown in the
Figs. 10 and 11.

3. Add noise processing attack

The processing of adding noise is the closest approach
to the communication system. Through noise attack, it
can directly reflect whether the encryption system has
excellent robustness. In the simulation, it mainly con-
cludes product noise and Gaussian noise. After the at-
tack test, we can obtain the coefficient respectively. The
product noise can obtain a correlation coefficient of
0.9637; the Gaussian noise can obtain a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.9601. The specific simulation image is shown
in Figs. 12 and 13.

4. Histogram equalization attack

The attack refers to flattening the image’s histogram to
show a flat trend. It is a normalization process that can in-
crease its contrast. The correlation coefficient is 0.9574.
The specific simulation image is shown in Fig. 14.

5. Image rotation processing attack

The attack is mainly the stability of the test image in
the transmission. The processing done here is a 45° test
attack on the image rotation. The rotate 45 rotation has
a correlation coefficient of 0.9478. The specific simula-
tion image is shown in Fig. 15.
From the above Figs. 9 to 15 simulation images, it can

be seen that the watermark which contains a carrier

image does not show a huge loss. The image can still be
clearly visible, and the correlation coefficient is very
close to one. The specific image content and watermark
information can be distinguished after deciphering. The
information did not receive much destruction. The new
algorithm proposed in this paper does improve the ro-
bustness of the system and make up for the insufficiency
of the single-layer encryption algorithm, and has a very
good implementation.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed for the ro-
bustness and invisibility of the transmission system.
First, the chaotic sequence is used to scramble the
watermark and break its internal arrangement. Second,
the scrambled watermark information can be encoded
and modulated by the LDPC code. Under the double en-
cryption, the stability and confidentiality of the system
have been effectively improved. Then the new algorithm
is simulated by a MATLAB simulation software. The re-
sults indicate that the encrypted information image can
still maintain the integrity of the original image informa-
tion and watermark information after various attack
experiments.
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